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Abstract
For many people, mathematics just means calculations.
Mathematically well-educated people know about proofs.
Few realize that mathematics takes ideas and imagination.
It is not easy to convey this to secondary school pupils.
One year ago, I gave it a try with Descartes' logarithmic spiral.
It was discovered by the French philosopher in 1638 in a study of mechanics. Its
properties of self-reproduction were pointed out by Jacques Bernoulli (1654-1705)
who required that the curve be ingraved upon his tomb with the phrase "Eadem
mutata resurgo" (I shall arise the same, though changed).
My 16-18 old pupils did a lot of work on the subject and organized an exhibition held
at the Athénée Royal Gatti de Gamond (a secondary state school in Brussels).
My talk will be about Descartes' ideas and about my students' venture.
Some documents related to the talk.
1/ Descartes' spiral
The first line of the curve appears in
"La Mechanique de Descartes".
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Following an explanation asked by Mersenne (1588-1648), Descartes gives some
properties of the curve in letters addressed to the parisian father, member of the
Minimes' order.
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2/ The idea of Descartes illustrated with Cabri-Géomètre TM.

But earth is a sphere!

3/ A geometric construction of Descartes'spiral.
Geometric mean construction.
if r1 = e mt and r2 = e mt
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then point on bisectrix is r3 = e
and (r3 )2
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4/ An other construction of the logarithmic spiral
r ( t ) = ae mt
1
tg( v ) =
m

the angle between curve and direction vector is a constant.
5/ The horses problem.
Four horses A, B, C, D are in this order on the vertices of a square.
They all race at the same constant speed.
A loves B, B loves C, C loves D and D loves A!
A every moment, each one goes to her favorite.
Draw the pathes of the horses.
Some remarks:
Because the symmetry of the problem,
the 4 horses are at every moment on
the vertices of a square. The tangent
between the curve followed by a horse
makes an angle of 45° with the
matching direction vector.
Any curve such as at one of her point
the direction vector and the tangent
forms a constant angle is a
logarithmic spiral.
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Approximation of the path of A and B. A
better approximation is given reducing
the segment.

Trajectories of the horses in case of 4 or 6.
6/ Torricelli (1608-1647) rectifies the curve
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7/ Newton (1642-1727) about the logarithmic spiral
Extracts from
Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy by Sir Isaac Newton
translated by Andrew Mott
Revised by Florian Cajori
(Great Books of the Western World - Encyclopaedia Britannica, Chicago 1989).
[ BOOK I SECTION II ]

PROPOSITION 9. PROBLEM 4

If a body revolves in a spiral PQS, cutting all the radii SP, SQ, &c., in a given angle; it
is proposed to find the law of the centripetal force tending to the centre of the spiral.....
therefore the centripetal force is inversely as the cube of the distance SP.
Q.E.I.
[ BOOK II SECTION IV ] PROPOSTION 15. THEOREM 12
If the density of a medium in each place thereof be inversely as the distance of the
places to an immovable centre, and the centripetal force be as the square of the density:
I say, that a body may revolve in a spiral which cuts all the radii drawn from that centre
in a given angle.
[ BOOK II SECTION IV ] PROPOSTION 16. THEOREM 13
If the density of the medium in each of the places be inversely as the distance of the
places from the immovable centre, and the centripetal force be inversely as any power
of the same distance: I say, that the body may revolve in a spiral intersecting all the
radii drawn from that centre in a given angle.

8/ Jacques Bernoulli (1654-1705) and Spira Mirabilis
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9/ References:
- DESCARTES René, Traité de la Mechanique, publié par Charles Angot (Paris,
1668), disponible sur le serveur de la Bibliothèque Nationale de France.
- DESCARTES René, Lettre (à Mersenne) 74 du tome I (12 septembre 1638)
disponible sur le serveur de la Bibliothèque Nationale de France sous la référence
N0094264.
- MONTUCLA J.F., Histoire de mathématiques, tome second, 1799-1802,
reproduction photographique publiée par Blanchard (Paris, 1960).
- NEWTON Sir Isaac, Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy
translated by Andrew Mott, revised by Florian Cajori,
Great Books of the Western World - Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Chicago 1989.
- STOLL Andre, Les spirales (deuxième partie) texte disponible sur le site web
irem.u-strasbg.fr/irem/ouvert/ Ouvert97/Les%20spirales.pdf
10/ Interesting websites about spirals :
- www.mathematische-basteleien.de/spiral.htm - www-gap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/ Mathematicians/Descartes.html
- http://www-gap.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Curves/Equiangular.html
- http://www.mathcurve.com/courbes2d/courbes2d.shtml
- http://www.spiralessolaris.ca/rcarchibald.html
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